City of Saint John
Operational Review
Presentation to Council

July 20, 2020

Disclaimer:
This presentation is not meant to replace our full
report dated March 31, 2020 which can be found at:
https://www.saintjohn.ca/site/media/SaintJohn/City
%20of%20Saint%20John%20%20Opertional%20Review%20Final%20Report%20Ma
rch%2031%20202.._.pdf

Executive summary
•

The City is battling a projected financial structural deficit that requires transformative
solutions.

•

City management has taken urgent measures to analyze costs, improve financial policies
and implement cost reduction and process improvement initiatives in many areas.

•

Structural changes have been very difficult to implement however, there is a critical
awareness by management that barriers to change need to be addressed.

•

Long standing systemic roadblocks have barricaded the path forward which cannot be
solved through traditional methods or short term crutches.

•

The City is facing an unfunded pension liability of $86m which is planned to be funded by
2028. The majority of the projected structural deficit of approximately $10m is coming
from funding the pension liability which will continue to grow unless transformative
change is executed.

Costs are
growing by 3%
annually;
revenues are
growing by 1%.

The challenges are clear:

Expenses are growing 3X the rate of revenues: Expenditures are growing at an unsustainable rate for
the City, with wages accounting for 57% of total expenses. Wage and benefit escalation is exceeding the
City's capacity to fund.

Highest property tax rate in the province with a shrinking population/tax base: Saint John’s population
and base have been shrinking over time, with a low current growth rate
Reliance on debt: The City has a high reliance on debt to fund day-to-day operations; there is a need for the
City to be able to grow its own sources of revenue to cover required expenditures.
Aging infrastructure deficit: There are a high number of City assets that are in poor condition, requiring an
estimated $60m of funding per year to address infrastructure deficit.
Need to build reserves to fund unplanned costs: Flexibility to cover unplanned costs is limited. Reserves are
necessary to plan for unanticipated events, capital renewal, future liabilities, etc.
Constraining articles within the collective agreements: Constraining, long-standing articles that
diminish the City’s management ability to withstand the ebbs and flows of business.
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Executive Summary
We do not believe that the City can achieve its long-term sustainability objectives solely by implementing easy-toimplement changes. Our Report focuses on transformative changes with the highest impact.
Foundational constraints and sustainability enablers must be addressed to achieve long-term sustainability:

Labour relations

Tax reform

Performance management
and accountability

Regional collaboration

Governance & structure

Culture

The opportunities are grouped into three areas.
Debt reduction (000’s)
$8,380 -$9,880

Cost optimization (annualized)

Revenue generation (annualized)

$12,400 - $17,800

$5,300 - $9,400

Debt reduction opportunities represent one-time proceeds from the sale of assets
Annualized cost optimization will come from FTE reduction and cost efficiencies
• Wages and benefits (based on our review, more than 50% of the operating cost savings)
• Operating costs (overtime, energy, fuel, maintenance, use of material, time in lieu)
• Grant funding
• Reduction in unit cost through strategic sourcing
Most of the new revenue identified include the opportunity to leverage a dividend contribution from Saint John
Energy, which is contingent on support from the province through legislative changes.
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As part of the operational review, a benchmarking assessment was conducted to identify areas of focus.
It is recognized that Saint John is a unique city and, therefore, Canadian municipalities that shared the most
similar characteristics were selected as comparable municipalities for this assessment. The jurisdictions selected
were Halifax, Thunder Bay, Sudbury and Regina.
While Saint John has a smaller population, the four municipalities share common characteristics in other areas,
such as a strong working-class base, similar key industries, infrastructure risks and common economic challenges
including poverty, ageing population, and shrinking tax base .
Characteristic

Saint John

Halifax

Sudbury

Thunder Bay

Regina

Population

68,808

430,512

161,531

107,909

234,177

Households

34,070

195,529

75,612

50,388

95,194

3,509

5,927

3,625

2,556

4,324

828

4,366

2,546

2,365

2,836

175,194,925

976,736,401

611,406,751

540,245,680

594,141,996

Geographic area (sq. km)
Total budgeted FTEs
Municipal expenses
(operating and capital)

Benchmark Service Area
Building permits and inspection

Planning

By-law enforcement

Police services

Culture

Roads

Fire services

Sports and recreation

Fleet

Transit

Parks

Waste management

Municipal Benchmarking Network Canada, 2018
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3.1 Fire and rescue services
Fire and rescue services – Transform service delivery through call response
process enhancements, staffing model optimization, reduction of two engines
and two tankers, potential closure of one fire station and reducing 32-40 fulltime firefighters.

Net new
Cost
revenue
Debt
optimization
generation
reduction
(annualized)
(annualized)

-

$4,000 $5,000

$100 $460

•

The 2020 Fire and Rescue budget is estimated at $24.9m, which represents roughly 15% of the City of Saint John’s
operating budget.

•

Fire responds to over 5,000 calls annually, out of which over 3,000 are medical first response calls and close to
1,000 are false alarms. There were approximately 365 fires related calls in SJ which is equivalent to one per day.

•
•

Calls for fire services have decreased by approximately 56% over the last 12 years

•

A reduction of $5m in fire cost would bring our per capital cost to $290. Achieving an average of $200 per capita or
$10m budget reduction would require total restructuring of fire services. (i.e.. volunteers, wages, collective agreement)

•

How do other municipalities manage fire cost differently:
• Use a mix of volunteer and paid firefighters
• Less stringent rules on number of firefighters per truck
• Use reciprocity agreement with neighbor municipalities to supplement capacity
• Leverage capacity of industrial players
• Only dispatch fire services when necessary for medical calls and not jointly with Ambulance Services
• Implemented lighter vehicle with reduced staffing to respond to selected medical calls

Benchmarks showed that the per capita service cost in Saint John is $346 vs median observed in comparable
municipalities ($180). Gardner Pinfold Report identifies $195 per capita for Sarnia Ontario known as Chemical Valley
with heavy industrial base, with three refineries, an international rail tunnel, chemical plants, a port, one of the biggest
rail yards in Canada, an international bridge, and home to the largest solar power generation facility in the world.

• An independent and objective risk analysis to support current fire service levels has not been completed in many years,

including the response capabilities of some of the industrial players. Review should be commissioned by the City and not
managed by the fire department to ensure objectivity.

• Several highway, interchange enhancements have been implemented allowing quicker access to certain neighbourhoods.
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Opportunity
Medical calls:

• Manage duplication with paramedic services: Given that over 60% of the calls attended by fire services are medical
first response. If ambulatory care dispatch service not meet acceptable standards for the City, the City should
approach Ambulance NB to improve response time.

• Implement a rapid response vehicle for medical calls with reduced staffing. The City is already considering.
Flexible Staffing Model and Infrastructure Rationalization

• Implement a flexible staffing model and revise mandatory staffing levels of four in collective bargaining agreements.
Many municipalities do not have such restrictions in their collective agreements.

• Reduce staffing levels to two firefighters for medical first response calls under the rapid response vehicle program so
capacity remains at the station to respond to other calls

• Implement a priority dispatch model: Through implementation of a priority dispatch model similar to the medical
priority dispatch model in paramedic services, fire services would be able to triage its service calls and ensure it is
allocating the right resources (in terms of volume and capabilities) to the right incidents based on priority and severity.

• Reduce the number of permanent positions by 24 to 40 and associated Holiday relief ($4-5m)
• The staffing of only one engine or ladder truck from Station 1 could result in the elimination of 16 full-time

positions.
• An additional 16 positions could be eliminated with the closure of one fire station (6 or 8)
• Additional 8 with the elimination of dedicated drivers for the two tankers. Allowing three firefighters to ride in the
engine truck with one firefighter driving the tanker.

• We also understand that the current budgeted Holiday relief is 32 while only 22 are being staffed.

Therefore there is
an immediate cost reduction opportunity available simply through a budget reduction ($500-$600k)

Explore MoUs for regional fire response

• Entering into formal agreements with the fire services of neighbouring municipalities might enable the City to improve
response times, availability, and firefighter capacity across all participating municipalities.
Revenue enhancement opportunity: Opportunity to increase revenue through service fees and fines. ($100-$460k
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NFPA 1710 Standard Recommended deploymentOpportunity
and response - Urban Area (>1000 people per square mile)
Type of structure
Single dwelling - 2000 square feet
Open-Air Strip Shopping Center
Apartment
High-Rise (more than 75 feet)

Crew size
First engine
FTE
minutes
16 or 17 if aerial device is used
27 to 28 if aerial device is used
4
27 to 28 if aerial device is used
42 to 43 if aerial device is used

First Truck Full Alarm
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(1) High Hazard occupancies: schools, hospitals, nursing homes and other high life hazard or large fire potential occupancies
(2) Medium-hazard occupancies: apartments, offices, mercantile, and industrial occupancies not normally requiring
extensive rescue or fire-fighting forces
(3) Low-hazard occupancies: one-, two- or three-family dwell-ings and scattered small businesses and industrial occupancies

High Hazard
Medium Hazard

Minimum Crew Size
Effective Response Force
5 engine and 5 trucks on duty 42-43
4 engines and 4 trucks on duty 27 or 28 with ladder truck

NFPA 1720 Volunteer Fire Department (Standard allows for one more minute for Full Alarm Response Time)
Demand Zone
Urban area
Suburban area
Rural area

Demographics
Min Staff to Respond
Response Time
>1000 people / square mile
15
9
500-1000 people / square mile
10
10
<500 people /square mile
6
14

Meets Objectives (%)
90
80
80
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Key questions:
Opportunity
• Do we have leadership that can be self-critical and innovative around existing operations and practices and
challenge the status quo?
• What is the response capability of the refinery ? Is this taken into account as part of our staffing requirement?
(they have their own ladder truck and trained resources)
• Would the city of SJ be considered a high or low density urban area in accordance with the standards?
• Would parts of the city qualify as a suburban area (500-1000 people per square mile?)
• Should we have have formal mutual aid agreements between the municipality and industry so that we can provide
for high hazard response?
• What is an appropriate staffing level for 7 engines and 7 stations?
Minimum Full Time Staffing
Stations/ Firefighters number hours per
Weekly
Trucks
per Truck
of shifts shift
Total hours
Hours per Min FTE Required
7
4
7
24
4704
48
98
7
4
14
12
4704
48
98
Chief and Deputy
2
2 Platoon Chief oversee 7 stations
8
Prevention/Investigation
6
Total
114
Current FTE
144
Difference
30
Holiday relief should be staffing both holiday and sick leave.
FTE
Average Cost
30 $
135,000
Budget reduction (staffing 22 out of 32 budgeted Holiday relief
Total savings

Total
$ 4,050,000
$
500,000
$ 4,550,000
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Net new
Cost
revenue
Debt
optimization
generation
reduction
(annualized)
(annualized)

3.2 Police services
Police services – Expand civilianization for court services, administration and low
risk service calls with an expected conversion of 20% of its patrol strength to
civilians. Reverting to an 11 hour shift to optimize “in lieu” time and improve
rostering scheduling practices.

-

$1,500 $1,700

-

• Saint John Police Force responds to approximately 55,000 calls per year in contrast with fire responding to 5,000.
• Police budget grew at stable growth of 2% between 2017 to 2019. Current expenditure is approximately $26m

represents ~16% of the total operating budget. Revenue has dipped by 26% CAGR between 2017 to 2019 and currently
Resources
amounts to ~$460k.

• The public safety communication centre which is management by the Police Commission has a budget of $2.5m.
• Saint John’s police services costs per capita are $373, which is higher than the median cost ($332) across comparable
municipalities (assessed as part of the benchmarking exercise).

• The gap is not as significant as what we observed with fire.

A total reduction of approximately $2.8m would be required

to achieve benchmark.

• The number of service calls/crime incidents are also impacted by the large number of commuters who transit into the City
to work, tourist footfalls, illegal activities through the port (e.g., smuggling), and entry of illegal migrants into Canada via
Saint John. The need to respond to these activities increases the City’s policing costs, which results in higher property
taxes for residents.

• High levels of spending on police services is consistent across New Brunswick municipalities. The province has nine police
forces for a population of ~700,000.

• As a comparison, the Region of Peel has one police force for a population of 1.3M. This causes duplication among many
administrative functions which leads to excess costs for all municipalities within the province. A study on the
regionalization of police forces within the province is underway but not yet released.

• Restrictive collective bargaining agreements which limit the flexibility in managing workforce levels, responsibilities, and
wages also contribute to rising police services costs.
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Opportunity
Improving civilianization by expanding the provisions within collective bargaining agreements ($1.2m)

• Increase civilianization in existing roles: Civilianization can be improved in the administrative division (three sworn
officers) and court services (two sworn officers) as these are allowed in the current collective bargaining agreement.

• Expand civilianization in forensic services and low-risk investigation services (e.g., Motor vehicle accident (“MVA”)
investigation. Positions overseeing fleet and facilities management may also be backfilled by the City of Saint John as
a shared service) Other civilization examples include by-law enforcement calls, forensics, first-on-the-scene to noninjury related accidents and accident reconstruction

• Triage dispatch based on risk: It was observed that approximately 20% of service calls (motor vehicle accidents 4%,
parking/driving complaints 11%, family services and mental health 2%, disturbances, animal control and other
municipal by-law violations 2%. (Note: By-law related calls are handled by non-police entities such as by-law
enforcement in many municipalities)

Modification of shift timings to save in-lieu time ($400k)

• The current 12-hour shifts (two days and two nights) for police officers leads to 102 hours of in-lieu time per officer
per year. For the current strength of 102 sworn officers in patrol services, this totals 10,404 hours provided as in-lieu
time. Modifying the collective bargaining agreements to move to an 11-hour shift would help the City eliminate this inlieu time, and create additional capacity within the police force.
Improved rostering and scheduling to avoid overtime ($70k)

• Due to capacity constraints, the police force backfills vacant shifts by paying overtime (time-and-a-half) to its available
officers. Improved rostering and scheduling practices may help the City reduce its overtime costs. Elimination of the
2.5% shift differential (pay for night shifts) would also reduce costs (e.g., Fredericton does not have this provision).
Collaboration at provincial and federal levels (TBD)

• Increase collaboration with RCMP and/or other police forces in New Brunswick to eliminate duplication of services
(especially highly specialized services such as forensics) between municipal police forces. Cost sharing mechanisms
(e.g., loaning Saint John police officers to RCMP to work on specialized crimes such as cybercrimes)
Other areas included: Standardization of procurement and Improve technology ecosystem to boost productivity
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3.3 Saint John Energy
SJ Energy - Allow SJ Energy to pay a dividend to the City in the range of 50 to
60 percent of net income like other Energy Utility across Canada.

Net new
Cost
revenue
Debt
optimization
generation
reduction
(annualized)
(annualized)

-

-

$4,500 $8,200

•

SJ Energy has a strong focus on innovation and has created a long-term growth strategy built on renewable energy,
smart energy services and strategic partnerships to deliver innovative energy solutions. Net income for SJE increased
by over $5m since 2016 with the introduction of new growth initiatives.

•

City of Saint John residents enjoy reduced energy rates ~10% compared to NB Power, while Saint John Energy remains
focused on being agile and efficient.

•

Pay a dividend: Several municipal utilities provide an average dividend of approximately 50% of their net income or free
cash flow to their municipalities.

•

•

SJ Energy management identified that it could contribute between $1.7m and $4.8m annually to the City of Saint
John based on various growth scenarios ranging from moderate to aggressive.

•

If SJ Energy were to increase its energy rate to be consistent with NB Power’s energy rate, net income and free cash
flow could be further increased by $8m–$9m annually. Assuming a dividend rate of 60% for the increase in net
income, SJE could pay an incremental dividend of $4.8m–$5.4m. When combining the dividend from the growth
scenarios with the increase in energy rate, SJE could pay a dividend of approximately $6.5m–$10.2m. Concurrently,
the City would lose current energy savings of approximately $2m annually which would reduce the net benefit to
$4.5m–$8.2m. A higher dividend rate could be considered to flow the entire increase in net income arising from the
increased power rate, which would provide an incremental benefit of $3.2m–$3.6m. (Not included in our estimates)

•

By increasing energy rates to be consistent with NB Power’s, there is an opportunity for the City to reduce property
taxes and consider providing a rebate program to ensure that low-income residents who are not property owners are
not put at a greater disadvantage from increased energy rates. Decreasing the City’s property taxes would be a
strong measure to attract residential and commercial investments in the City which could stimulate additional
growth in property tax revenue.

Sell the asset: An alternative scenario would be, the Province amend legislation to enable the City to sell the municipal
utility asset and invest the capital or pay down the debt.
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3.10 Public Works and Recreation
Public works and recreation - Optimize solid waste management, improve winter
road maintenance cost management, explore workforce efficiency and
productivity opportunities and reduce the workforce by 20 FTEs and 18 casual
positions.

Net new
Cost
revenue
Debt
optimization
generation
reduction
(annualized)
(annualized)

$180

$3,500

$550

•

The 2019 transportation and environment budget (excluding transit) was $37m, 23% of the total City budget. The budget
for public works and recreation has increased by $3m over three years

•

The road maintenance and service division accounts for 37% of the budget, estimated at $14m for 2019, and is the
primary contributing factor to the overall budget increase.

•

There are approximately 218 FTEs within the Transportation and Environment Services, including management,
professional staff, inside and outside worker (excluding transit).

•

Foreman and sub- foreman are part of the same collective agreement as the skilled workers they supervise. This makes it
challenging for management to have a clear line of sight on performance management issues and productivity. There are
instances of poor performance not being managed, additional crew members per job and unnecessary overtime.

•

Over the last five years, 276 working days have been lost in the Solid Waste Management Program due to injury on the
job, and there is a constant loss in productive man hours due to daily physical constraints. The City pays approximately
$1.3m/annually in tipping fees.

•

The winter road maintenance program does not have a complete complement of staff during the night shift resulting in
equipment sitting idle. The City currently has an inventory of 53 pieces of equipment for snow removal and the night shift
is not manned to operate available equipment. By balancing the night and day shift complement, fleet size can be reduced
by three and overtime can be reduced.

•

There are periods of time throughout the year when public works are over and understaffed. Flexibility in collective
agreements could see a reduction in the winter work force that aligns with needs.

•

The City employs up to 70 casual employees during the summer months as part of their parks and recreation crews. The
maintenance of park and recreation infrastructure is costly, and participation in many services is low.

•

The City manages a large number of fleet that are used to provide operational services across a broad landscape. A
considerable amount of time is spent travelling from site to site as oppose to time spent on value added activities. There
is a desire to collaborate on the use of vehicles, with more multifunctional use vehicles being purchased.
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Opportunity
Solid waste management ($350 – Cost Savings and $550 revenue)

• Move to an automated cart pick up service for regular household refuse, provide curbside recycling and bag tags for

excess refuse. This initiative will reduce tipping fees with an estimated savings of $350k/year and generate revenue ($2
per bag), estimated at $550k/year. (total opportunity savings + revenue= $750 annually).

Winter road maintenance ($520)

• By balancing the night and day shift compliment,

the amount of overtime can be reduced (eliminating ~$28k annually)
and the number of fleet can also be reduced by 20% generating a one-time revenue for the City of approximately
$180k and a decrease in annual operating costs of $303k. There are also two contracted loader routes - annual savings
of $16k. (total opportunity overtime cost avoidance + contracting costs + annual savings + one-time revenue = $520k).

Winter workforce reduction ($1.2m)

• The current minimum numbers and no lay-off clauses (293, less 5% with no lay-off article) in the collective agreement

significantly constrains the City to manage staffing levels. There are periods of time throughout the year when public
works division is under and over staffed. This could see a possible reduction of 50% of the workforce for 4 months of the
year – an anticipated savings of $1.2 million annually (57workers at ~$68,000/year laid off 4 months of the year).

Casual workforce reduction ($470)

• Reduce the casual workforce over the next two years by 25% while still maintaining service levels.

This would see a
reduction in casual staff for parks and recreation from ~70 workers down to 52 and eliminate 22 summer positions. This
would result in ~468k annual operating savings.

Transform the role of foreman and reduce overtime ($1.2m)

• Remove foreman and sub-foreman from the collective agreement putting more rigour around performance management

and productivity. Increase the span of control for foreman, which currently ranges from 1:2 to 1:11 (sub-foreman to
skilled workers), and improve productivity. Have superintendents replace foreman and reduce the number of
foreman/sub-foreman by 10% (3 foreman/sub-foreman @ $80k including benefits -$240k) Implement a similar approach
Administrative Services, to realize an additional 3 FTE reduction (3@$80,000 - $240,000). Total opportunity - $480k.

• Introducing superintendents (non-unionized) will improve productivity (as evident in water services) by at least 5%
(including goods and services) yielding an annual savings of $719k.

• With tighter supervision,

it is estimated that overtime can be reduced by approximately 30% (based on results from
water) ($346k overtime in 2019 excluding winter maintenance, parks and recreation) (30% of $346k = $103k).
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3.6 Procurement
Procurement enhancement- Enhance procurement through optimization of shared
services, strategic sourcing, contract management and red tape reduction. 2 to 7
percent of addressable spend of $68.3m

Net new
Cost
revenue
Debt
optimization
generation
reduction
(annualized)
(annualized)

-

$1,200 $4,400

-

• The procurement function is currently viewed as a buyer of goods and services and lacks the strategic capabilities

(processes and governance) to provide strategic business services to the departments. As a result, goods and services
are sourced as required, and there is no formal strategy in place to look at the spend from a holistic perspective.

• Duplication of procurement activities across ABCs (i.e., each entity procures goods and services separately – case for

shared services). Tri-city procurement occurs randomly and participation by entities is optional. Lack of a formal contract
management process (no evidence within the City’s procurement policy).

1. Shared services: Implementation of shared services to manage spend portfolio effectively (reducing procurement
costs, increasing savings, improved contractual relationships).
2. Strategic sourcing and category management: Adoption of category management and strategic sourcing principles to
reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
3. Contract management: Adoption of contract management practices to reduce value leakage. Spend can be managed
effectively by automating the invoice validation process.
4. Red-tape reduction: Increasing the spending authorization limit for department heads so that bottlenecks are not
created for Council approvals to go to market for procurement for items that have already been approved in the
budget. The spending limit may be categorized based on the type of purchase and its associated risk.
Assumptions:
• Low savings assumes City adoption of strategic sourcing and contract management principles to manage its addressable
spend.
• High savings assumes creation of a shared services function responsible for category management and strategic
sourcing, for various entities (ABCs) and municipalities.

Note: That approximately 50% of estimated savings will not affect the operating budget of the City but will flow to SJ
Water, Transit and Parking Commission and the Police Commission.
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Other Opportunities
Municipal buildings - Of the seventy-seven (77) City-owned buildings, EY has
identified nineteen (19) potential opportunities for the City to explore. Depending
on market demand, divesture opportunities (19) could yield $6 million. Additional
cost savings from increased operational/utilization efficiencies have been identified
(but not quantified) for buildings where operational assessments should be
performed to determine potential cost savings.

Net new
Cost
revenue
Debt
optimization
generation
reduction
(annualized)
(annualized)

$5,000 $6,000

-

-

-

-

Resources
Economic development- Regionalize economic development services for the
region
and consolidate agencies (EDGSJ, Discover SJ, Develop SJ) under one entity that
would service municipalities from Grand Bay to Hampton utilizing a fair and
equitable funding and cost-sharing model.

$500 $800

-

Fleet services - Expand and enhance the fleet pooling system, increase utilization
of equipment, augment purchasing power and optimize garage consolidation with
the transit garage.

-

$250 $300

-

Agencies, boards and commissions - Action the opportunities presented to Council
in relation to legislative amendments, removal, consolidating and re-negotiating
terms and/or exploring new partnerships for ABCs. Additionally, accountability
practices, performance reporting and criteria for grant contributions should be
realigned with city priorities and its capacity to fund.

-

$500 $650

-

Saint John Water - Reduce workforce by 10-15 FTEs, add 2 superintendent FTEs ,
and adjust the span of control. In addition, Saint John Water should continue with
cost efficiency initiatives and explore service offerings to other cities.

-

$990 $1,400

$150 $200

Municipal lands - The city owns ~1,500 parcels of land. and EY has identified
opportunities to divest 41 parcels of land totalling $3.7m. This includes thirty-two
(32) parcels of land each valued over $25,000, totalling $1.8m; as well as of land
previously rejected by Council for divestiture that could be reconsidered for sale,
valued at $1.8m.

$3,200 $3,700
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Sustainability
Enablers

Sustainability enablers
Labour
relations

Performance
management &
accountability

Governance &
structure

Tax
reform

Regional
collaboration
Sustainability

Culture

❖ during the course of our work, common themes emerged that support the key opportunities and
these are core drivers to achieve long term sustainability for the City
❖ some require partnership and support from the Provincial Government
❖ the planning and execution of these enablers should occur in parallel with your strategic
initiatives
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Labour
relations
Binding Arbitration
Unintended consequences have resulted in respect
to the binding arbitration process.
► Considering it’s ‘ability to pay’ as part of the
negotiating process has not historically been
part of the process. A provincial initiative is
underway in this area.
► Wage and benefit escalation has resulted in a
cumulative pay raise of 70% over 15 years, while
the consumer price index has increased by
27.5%. This is further compromised by reduction
in tax base as well as pension liabilities.
Recommendations:
► Provided that the legislation is passed to include
‘ability-to-pay’, the City should document and
translate to a set of criteria that both the
province and the city implement.
► Given the active nature of current negotiations,
the City should consider entering into shorter
term agreements to avoid the ability-to-pay
clause not being enacted prior to the close of
bargaining.

Negotiations Planning
The City’s financial challenges draw a very
compelling case for change to strengthen the
negotiations process since the financial landscape
has significantly degraded
► The City has strengthened their negotiation
process by implementing training, improved
performance management processes and
consistency and focused on business continuity
planning.
► The City is planning to develop a more
comprehensive labour relations strategy focused
on a long term outlook, aligning towards
sustainability and transparency for citizens

Recommendations:
► Perform a comprehensive labour landscape
analysis to support each set of negotiations;
including a comprehensive review of wages in
other jurisdictions, benchmarking as well as
arbitration decisions. The common counter
argument is that protective services were
significantly underpaid for a period of time, this
argument is no longer relevant.
► Strengthening the negotiations team is critical
and should include an independent labour
lawyer, and a critical assessment of skills for the
team.
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Performance
management &
accountability
►

►

►

It was noted that management does not have
adequate tools and processes to measure
worker’s productivity
Collective agreement terms and long standing
practices make it challenging to dissuade use of
overtime and has become a long standing
practice as a traditional source of income for
members
Accountability practices governing the City’s
granting process for funding outside entities is
not robust enough and largely guided by
historical practices

Recommendations:
► Consistent use of performance management
policies and procedures are crucial to shift the
culture.
► Negotiate to remove historical requirements in
the collective agreement that impede
performance and stall productivity and aim to
remove foremen from the membership to enable
supervisory independence.
► Implement a rigorous accountability program
with funding criteria to guide the granting
process.

Governance &
structure

►

The City has been working to better align it’s
organizational workforce to optimize its
resources. Further realignment should alleviate
challenges with duplication of effort across all
entities and agencies, commissions and boards.

Recommendations:
► Once the city has refreshed its strategic plan and
prioritized its sustainability initiatives, it will need
to align its organizational structure and
governance and structure span of control across
all city entities to determine opportunities for
long-term efficiencies.
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Tax Reform

➢ At present, 78% of City’s revenue come from
property tax, resulting in a heavy reliance on
taxes to support services.
➢ The City’s structural deficit is partially rooted in
the shrinking tax base and it’s growth plan is
struggling to grow at a pace that covers its
growth in wages alone.
➢ Some of the key issues that the tax review is
expected to address include:
➢ Proportionate share of municipal/provincial
taxes
➢ Flexibility in differential property taxes
between residential, commercial and
industrial customers.

Recommendations:
➢ In preparation for the provincial review planned,
the City should formally prepare its current state
assessment of the key issues and outline the
contributing factors that inhibit city growth and
economic prosperity for government’s
consideration

Regional
Collaboration
➢

A regional approach to promoting the area and
providing services would enable a reduction in
duplicated administrative functions, and a
focused approach to serving and promoting the
region to enhance tourism and grow and retain
the population.

➢

Other jurisdictions have successfully
implemented regionalization, and on a much
larger scale. There is unique opportunity here
and the ability to be agile and responsive given
the region’s small population

Recommendations:
➢ Continue the path set to establish a single
regional economic development entity for the
broader CMA.
➢ Engage with the province to foster regional
collaboration for specific services.

➢ Explore other regional opportunities with
neighbouring communities; namely, fire, waste,
water treatment and police services.
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Culture

Eighty five (85%) of the City’s employees are
part of unionized agreements 533/628 and the
strong workforce is built on a culture of member
trust and loyalty. This culture of trust is
admirable and has enabled enhanced working
conditions over time.
► On the other hand, it has contributed to an us vs
them approach that can hinder working
relationships, cause tension and inhibit change.
► The heavily protected agreements have
inhibited both the city and the union from
enabling modernization that aligns with the
current environment.
► Culturally, the behaviours that will enable the
city’s future must be embedded by leadership
and will involve challenging the status quo at
every turn. This is difficult and takes time.
Recommendations:
► As part of the strategic refresh, as well as the
organizational and governance structural
alignment, the City must include culture and
change management as a foundational part of the
transformation as well as leadership training. This
means specifically identifying the behaviours that
currently impede and those it wants to permeate
to support change.
►
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Conclusion
The City and Council are encouraged to prioritize a limited number of larger transformative
changes rather than seeking to implement a large number of small changes.
Our experience has shown that implementing a significant number of small changes will be
difficult with limited resources and it will be difficult to sustain these many changes over time.
Restructuring, transformative change is difficult to understand for employees and residents.
Factual communications, free from bias, are essential to support the execution of
transformative change.
Reduction in staffing does not necessarily translate into a reduction in services when more
productive ways to deliver the same services can be implemented.
This is a time to accentuate the strengths, critically assess and challenge the status quo.
Implementation of change is difficult, and in some cases will take multiple years to achieve the
full benefit, however action to address systemic barriers must be taken now.
Success will require the support of stakeholders at all levels, legislative amendments, union
leaders, along with strong and steady leadership and project governance. Sacrifices need to be
made, tough decisions taken to stop the erosion and create a foundation to build upon for
future generations
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Appendix
Fire Station
Proximity

Fire station proximity
Distance and travel time between Stations 7 and 6 and Stations 5 and 6 ranges between 2.6km to 4km with travel
times between 4 and 6 minutes. Fire Station 6 is old and the requirement to maintain Station 6 should be reevaluated in accordance with a risk assessment.

Disclaimer: The source is Google Maps. Please note that fire apparatus could be faster as the public tend to yield to them.
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Fire station proximity

Distance and travel time between Stations 8 and
5 is 2.6km and 4 minutes. A risk analysis should
be performed to support the closure of Station 8.

Distance and travel
time between
Stations 8 and 4 to
the middle of Sandy
Point Road – Hazen
White St. Francis
School is between 44.5km and within
one minute with the
new highway
interchange.
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